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Abstract: This study aims to identify and explore the challenges in the implementation of Resolution No. 4/2016 of the ICPO-INTERPOL concerning sharing and exchanging biometric data among the members of ICPO-INTERPOL in order to counter terrorist foreign fighters (FTFs). This research also aims to elaborate and describe the mechanism of collecting, recording, storing, and exchanging biometric data conducted by the Indonesian government.

The mechanism of collecting, recording, and storing biometric data works through 3 main doors, namely: 1) in the process of making electronic Resident’s ID Cards (e-ID Cards); 2) in the process of making SKCK (Certificates of Police Record); 3) in the process of making e-Passports. In the implementation of Resolution No. 4/2016 of ICPO-INTERPOL, the most obvious obstacles and challenges are the absence of regulations concerning the protection of personal data, and also the fact that the biometric data system itself is still relatively new and the database is not fully developed. Until today, the INTERPOL National Central Bureau (NCB) for Indonesia does not have its own biometric database system; instead they are using the database that is centralized at Pusinafis Polri (the Indonesian National Police’s Center of Automatic Fingerprint Identification System).

The results of the study reveal that the biometric data recorded, collected, and stored are big data, but so far in supporting law enforcement and crime prevention processes the data have only been used as comparative data. In addition, there have also been found indications of violations of personal data and privacy, for example in relation to the absence of mechanism for data retention, consent, processing, notification, and disclosure.
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I. INTRODUCTION
When dealing with the complexity of terrorism and transnational-organized crimes (hereinafter abbreviated as TOC), such as narcotics crime, counterfeit money crime, etc., oftentimes the law enforcement officers become overwhelmed. This is because in terms of speed the law enforcement officers are far behind the perpetrators in executing their criminal intent, destroying evidence, and running away. In addition to the increasingly sophisticated methods, perpetrators of these crimes can operate and move from country to country freely.

In the aspect of early detection, preventing and thwarting acts of terrorism have become more complicated compared to acts of TOC. Terrorism has a higher complexity than other acts of TOC. Many events have shown the facts that although the intelligence has retained information on the movements and networks of terrorism, the tempus and locus delicti of terrorism events are always unexpected. This is in contrast to drug crime, for example, whose movements, narcotics deliveries and organized networks can be traced online. Real examples of the successful eradication of organized narcotics networks are already commonly known, which is not so with terrorism. The bombing events in Bali, Kuningan, and Marriot on Thamrin Street in Jakarta, as well as terrorism attacks of WTC Building in New York, in Madrid and London, are real examples of how difficult it is to prevent terrorism in any other countries.

In the context of Indonesia, even though the law enforcement officers have succeeded in combating the largest terrorist networks in the country, namely the network of Santoso’s (the leader of the East Indonesia Mujahidin) and the Jama’ah Islamiyyah network, it does not mean that the problem of terrorism in Indonesia is over. Terrorism continues to be a threat given the growing influence of radicalism everywhere, one of the problems being the emergence of ISIS as a new power, and not to mention the newly emerging problem of the return of the FTFs to their respective countries of origin. The FTFs who return to their home countries are suspected of having great potential to spread out their experience and their influence, and ultimately recruit new members.

The international communities have acknowledged that not a single country in the world is able to deal with terrorism and TOC without the support of other countries. Therefore, the international communities have established a number of international cooperations such as the ICPO-INTERPOL, Europol, and others. In these international forums, a number of decisions and agreements are adopted to facilitate the coordination of cooperation in the police sector in order to combat terrorism and TOC.

One of the international cooperations the ICPO-INTERPOL has recently agreed on the implementation of biometric data sharing among its member countries. In the 85th INTERPOL General Assembly convened on 7-10 November 2016 in Bali, the INTERPOL member countries made an agreement to conduct biometric data collection and sharing of data/information. The contents of the agreement in the 85th INTERPOL General Assembly include conducting systematic collection and recording of the DNAs and fingerprints of suspects or defendants as well as collecting and sharing biometric data to help member countries in their efforts to arrest foreign terrorist fighters (FTF) crossing the border under fake names and travel documents.

The main objective is to address terrorism and transnational crimes. With this agreement, it is expected that each member country can identify and conduct early prevention of potential threats of terrorism...
and TOCs. This step is taken because there are significant weaknesses in the collection and exchange of biometric data in relation to terrorism at the international level, as well as the alertness to the potential danger of the return of foreign terrorist fighters to their home countries. These weaknesses are considered to have created loopholes for interferences that are harmful to the security of each member country.

The biometric system has been around since one century ago. Biometric technology is commonly used to identify individuals so that they can access certain facilities. However, the use of this system as one of the instruments to assist law enforcement officers in their strategy to prevent crimes (policing) only became widely known in the past two decades. With biometric technology, for example, law enforcement officers can identify and store unique identifiers such as fingerprints, DNAs, retinal and iris scans, and face recognition. The facial recognition system has now become quite predominantly used for the counter-terrorism purposes.

In connection with counter-terrorism, especially in the pro-active counter-terrorism whose strategy is focused on the pre-crime aspects such as preventing and stopping, and disrupting terror plots, exchange of biometric data among law enforcement officers across the countries becomes highly relevant. With the growing use of false aliases, falsification of travel documents, tactics of deception misleadingly suggesting a person has died in a conflict area, and even the basic issues associated with translations have exacerbated the challenges faced by law enforcement officers in the field.

Biometric data exchange becomes important especially for identifying the whereabouts of perpetrators. This is certainly related to the functions of the ICPO-INTERPOL, i.e. to provide global police communication services that allow the police forces of member countries to request and transmit information. This will let the police have an efficient way to share and access information. INTERPOL functions to maintain and update databases that can be accessed and used by international police forces. These databases contain a wide range of information including lists of wanted individuals, lists of stolen documents, and forgery trends.

The information available to law enforcement officers at the frontline level, through INTERPOL, is expected to help identify suspects accurately and release innocent individuals or minimize false arrests of terrorism suspects. To date, INTERPOL already has 9,000 data on FTFs, including those in conflict zones, and only about 10% of the data currently possessed are complemented with biometric data and high-


2 Since the 9/11 terror attacks in the USA, face recognition has been used in the majority of airports. This system is also installed in all areas that require high levels of security. See also, Carlos Delano Buskey, How Face Recognition Will Be Used to Counter Terrorism, Biometrics Report (2001), 3; John D. Woodward, Jr, Facing up to Terrorism, (RAND Publication, 2001), 6-7.
resolution images, which can be used in the facial recognition method.3

As an INTERPOL member country, on the one hand the law enforcement officers in Indonesia are obligated to comply with the terms of the agreement, but on the other hand biometric technology systems are still relatively newly adopted in Indonesia and counter-terrorism policing in Indonesia is still being developed to achieve the most efficient model that is also in conformity with the principles of law and human rights. Therefore, with the agreement established among the ICPO-INTERPOL member countries to collect, record and share biometric data, it is important to identify and analyze challenges and obstacles in the implementation of Resolution No. 4/2016 of ICPO-INTERPOL related to sharing and exchange of biometric data among ICPO-INTERPOL members. Since the biometric technology system is still relatively newly adopted by the Indonesian government, knowledge and understanding of the mechanism of collection/gathering, recording and sharing of biometric data are needed from the perspective of legal protection of data and privacy of citizens.

II. LEGAL MATERIALS AND METHODS

This research is descriptive-analytic qualitative research. The purpose of this research is to make descriptions, illustrations, identification and analysis systematically, factually and accurately of facts, characteristics and relationship between phenomena concerning the application of biometric data sharing in the police as well as among the ICPO-INTERPOL member countries, and the mechanism of collecting and recording biometric data, and the utilization of biometric data for law enforcement purposes primarily for the prevention of terrorism.

Primary data are data generated from interviews with research subjects. In-depth interviews were conducted with the International Communication Division of Indonesia’s INTERPOL NCB Secretariat of the Indonesian National Police’s International Relations Division, and the Pusinafis (Centre of Automatic Fingerprint Identification System) of the Indonesian National Police’s Criminal Investigation Agency. Meanwhile, secondary data consist of legal and non-legal documents and materials. Legal materials consist of the national laws and regulations, legal provisions existing both at the national and international levels, and also technical rules in the field in the implementation of the system. As for secondary legal sources, in this case they consist of studies concerning the legal aspects of the collection, storing, sharing and use of biometric data for law enforcement purposes, as well as studies concerning aspects of protection of data and privacy either in the form of books or journals. Furthermore, this research also uses non-legal materials to add to and enrich the legal materials that have been gathered before.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Collection, Storing and Sharing of Biometric Information Under Resolution No. 4/2016 of the ICPO-INTERPOL (‘Bali Resolution’)

The 85th INTERPOL General Assembly held on 7-10 November 2016 in

---

Bali resulted in a resolution No.4/2016\(^4\) (hereinafter referred to as ‘Bali Resolution’) to reinforce the implementation of biometric information sharing among the ICPO-INTERPOL members in dealing with terrorists’ mobility. This resolution (hereinafter referred to as ‘Bali Resolution’) basically encourages each member country to give maximum contribution to the ICPO-INTERPOL’s efforts in compiling data related to terrorism, particularly in the matter of coordination with NCBs (ICPO-INTERPOL members) through INTERPOL diffusions and international notice as well as INTERPOL’s Crime Analysis File aimed at dealing with foreign terrorist fighters (hereinafter referred to as FTFs).\(^5\) It is through this ‘Bali Resolution’ that member countries are also encouraged to perform cross-check systematically on the information already retained in the ICPO-INTERPOL information systems and issue INTERPOL International notice and diffusions.

Systematic collection and storing of biometric information is an integral part of the terrorist profiles shared through the ICPO-INTERPOL channels.\(^6\) The focus of the systematic collection and storing of biometric information is the unique identifiable attributes, which include fingerprints and DNA profiles of individuals in the following categories\(^7\):

1. Individuals known to have connections with, or have reached/entered into conflict areas with the aim of providing support or joining terrorist groups;

2. Individuals who are deported, detained or subjected to court decisions for committing crimes related to terrorism, including individuals traveling with the aim of committing, planning, preparing, and participating in acts of terrorism;

3. Individuals who provide or receive terror training, as well as who are connected to armed conflicts;

4. Individuals returning from conflict areas who in the judgment of and investigation by the authorities have a high risk of cross-border mobility and a high risk of re-offending.

Currently, the INTERPOL databases have recorded nearly 8,000 profiles of individuals known or suspected as FTFs.\(^8\) These efforts are continuously improved to facilitate successful investigations, monitor and prevent terrorists’ mobility, as well as prevent the growing gaps of security among international countries. The ‘Bali Resolution’ can thus be seen as a form of awareness of all member countries of the vital role of positive identification of terrorist suspects in the field, thereby promoting more efficient law enforcement and increased border security as needed, as well as minimizing the impact on other screened individuals on a broad scale.

Upon biometric data collection, the biometric data can then be used to identify suspected perpetrators of serious crimes as well as terrorism. This can be done in several ways, which among others include:\(^9\)

1. Screen visa applicants, internally displaced persons, asylum seekers,
residency applicants, and transit passengers. This screening is required to find out if the persons in question are:

a) suspected terrorists, or engaged in terrorist activities (including foreign fighters/FTFs),
b) human trafficking victims,
c) engaged in serious crimes or engaged in fundraising/collecting donations for organizations that are on the list of terrorist organizations or engaged in other transnational crimes;

2. Screen visa applicants and persons seeking refuge to find out whether they filed asylum claims in multiple jurisdictions and “shopping forums”;

3. Detect persons (asylum seekers or displaced persons) who have received asylum from a third country (the country of the first asylum) or have been registered as refugees by UNHCR;

4. Re-document original visa or passport holders whose travel documents are lost/stolen/retained;

5. Check travel documents against whitelists and blacklists issued for troubled countries or organizations.

Biometric Data Collection and Storage Mechanism in Indonesia

Biometrics is an authentication method that uses the verification and validation of physical characteristics and characteristics of human behavior. Verification and validation are conducted using fingerprint scan, iris/retinal scan, digital signature, face/face shape recognition, dental shape, and voice recognition to identify one’s identity.

Since 2009, the Indonesian Government has introduced and developed the use of Electronic Resident’s Identity Card (e-ID Card) nationwide. This e-ID Card must be held by every citizen who has reached the age of 17 years and above. This e-ID Card uses biometric technology to load security codes and electronic records as a means of verifying and validating the identity data of a resident. Before the new policy concerning the use of e-ID Card was issued, the ongoing practice of conventional ID Card making system had enabled someone to hold more than one ID card. This was due to the absence of an integrated database that collects population data from all over Indonesia. Possession of multiple ID Cards was in many cases used to evade taxes, make certain passports that could not be made in every city, as well as disguise/conceal the identity of terrorists and perpetrators of other crimes.

As a matter of fact, the use and collection of biometric data has been practiced long before the e-ID Card was introduced, particularly when someone applied for a driver’s license (SIM). Even so, the collection of the Indonesian citizens’ biometric data was not done as massively as it has been since the issuance of the policy in respect of e-ID Card use. Hence, it is noted that since 2009 biometric data collection in Indonesia has been conducted through 3 doors, namely:

1. Biometric data collection through e-ID Cards where the process of collecting and storing the database is under the responsibility of the Ministry of Home Affairs;

2. Biometric data collection through Electronic Passports where the process of collecting and storing the database is under the responsibility of the Directorate General of Immigration and the Ministry of Law and Human Rights;

3. Biometric data collection through Certificates of Police Record (SKCK),...
where the process of collecting and storing the database is under the responsibility of the Indonesian National Police (Polri).

The biometric data collected through these 3 doors are mainly in the form of fingerprints. There are at least three main reasons why fingerprints are used in authentication: in addition to being the most economical and low-cost compared to other biometric data and systems, fingerprints are not easily deformed and are unchangeable, and they have unique properties in that they are different from one individual to another.\footnote{Kementerian Dalam Negeri RI, ‘Apa dan Mengapa E-KTP (What e-ID Cards Are and Reasons (for their use))’, e-ktp (online), 20 June 2011 <http://www.e-ktp.com/2011/06/hello-world/>.}

The storage center for biometric data (especially fingerprints) within the police structure is at the Pusinafis. The technical procedures for biometric data storage are carried out by the sub-divisions within the Pusinafis, which can be described as follows:\footnote{Interview with Nurul Tristiati, 16 August 2017.} Technically, the principal division in charge of administering non-criminal fingerprint information management system whether manually, centralized and nationwide is the Biddaktium (the General Dactyloscopy Division). This division is in charge of performing and supervising the fingerprinting process on an AK-23 card, and developing fingerprint formulation as well as sorting the AK-23 fingerprint cards and AK-24 name cards,\footnote{This task is carried out by the Fingerprint Processing Subdivision (the Prosiri Subdivision).} and after going through the processing stages the fingerprint data are stored and verified (through a retrieval process) manually.\footnote{This task is carried out by the Fingerprint Documentation Subdivision (the Doksiri Subdivision).}

### Sharing and Exchanging Biometric Data at the National Level

One of the functions of biometric data is to support the law enforcement process. Article 58 paragraph 4 of Law No. 24 of 2013 on Amendment to Law Number 23 of 2006 on Population Administration, regulates the utilizations of the population data collected from electronic Resident’s ID Cards, one of which is to support law enforcement and crime prevention. Considering the significant role of electronic e-ID Card data in the law enforcement sector, and in line with the mandate of the Law, the Ministry of Home Affairs and INP have signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) on the utilization of electronic Resident’s ID Card data.

With respect to the identification of biometric data (fingerprints), the Indonesian National Police (INP) has its own Centre of Automatic Fingerprint Identification System (known as Pusinafis), under the INP’s Criminal Investigation Agency which has a function to provide technical support to investigators in criminal interrogation and investigation.

Pusinafis has a database system that stores all biometric data of Indonesian citizens who have applied for a Certificate of Police Record (known as SKCK) as well as data of perpetrators of crime and recidivists. The role of electronic Resident’s ID Card data to support the law enforcement can be illustrated as follows. When a police investigator conducts an investigation of a suspect, they will need to first examine the suspect’s identity,\footnote{Article 7 paragraph 1, letter c of the Criminal Procedure Code.} to help in the further steps of investigation.\footnote{Mirna Rahmaniar, Lucky Endrawati and Milda Istiqomah, ‘Analisis Yuridis Data Kependudukan Kartu Tanda Penduduk Elektronik Untuk...'} This identity check is primarily based on the identification owned
by the suspect, which is generally a Resident’s Identity Card.

Prior to the existence of electronic Resident’s ID Cards (e-ID Cards), it was easy to make a fake ID card, and one person could possibly have two identities. Now, the fact that e-ID Cards apply the principle of one National Identification Number for one ID Card, and contain biometric data, makes it difficult to produce fake electronic e-ID Cards and closes the possibility of someone having two identity cards.16 Thus, in an investigation of a suspect, it is almost impossible for the suspect to give a false identity, because the authenticity of each e-ID card can be verified through SIAK (Population Administrative Information System),17 and the biometric data of the suspect collected during the investigation can be compared with the biometric data stored in the e-ID card.

Furthermore, in the investigation process implemented to date, especially in order to reveal a criminal whose identity is yet to be known but his facial description or fingerprints have been known, the investigators use comparative data in the form of data of ex-prisoners, recidivists or fugitives that are currently stored in the database of Pusinafis. However, since there is an MoU between the Indonesian National Police (INP) and the Ministry of Home Affairs,18 the comparative biometric data are no longer limited to the data owned by the Pusinafis (collected in the process of producing Certificates of Police Record (known as SKCK) and data on prisoners/recidivists/fugitives). INP can now have access to the Ministry of Home Affairs’ database system where biometric data of most Indonesians who are required to have resident’s identity cards are stored. As for the final step, if there are no data matching the identity of the perpetrator, the police will put the perpetrator in the wanted list.19

Meanwhile, the biometric data that have been collected in the e-passport making process have not been used optimally in the effort to support the law enforcement process because the current system has not contained complete data, and this is because old user data have not been included in the biometric database.20

Furthermore, this section will specifically discuss the scope of cooperation outlined in the memorandum of understanding (MoU) between INP and the Minister of Home Affairs which is then followed up with a cooperation agreement signed by the Indonesian National Police (INP)’s Criminal Investigation Agency and Directorate General of Population and Civil Registration of the Ministry of Home Affairs. This cooperation is basically established to regulate the use of population data in the effort to improve the effectiveness of police duties in community service and law enforcement. The scope of this cooperation

---

16 Ibid.
17 Sistem Informasi Administrasi Kependudukan (SIAK) or Population Administrative Information System is a system for collecting, processing and presenting population data in a quick and accurate manner to produce appropriate population information to assist the government in the development and provision of services to the citizens.
18 Memorandum of Understanding between the Minister of Home Affairs of the Republic of Indonesia and the Chief of Indonesian National Police No. 471.12/382/SJ, B/6/1/2013 concerning Cooperation on the Utilization of Resident’s Identification Number, Population Data and Electronic Resident’s Identity Card within the Scope of Duties of Indonesian National Police
19 Ibid.
20 Ibid.
covers the utilization of electronic Resident’s ID card data, NIK (National Identification Number) and Population Data.

With this cooperation, the Ministry of Home Affairs as the owner of the database basically grants authorization to access the population data including fingerprint data to INP, but this authorization to access is limited to the Indonesia National Police officers in charge of data management (in this case Pusinafis). The Population Database recorded through the SIAK contains a number of data and information including: residential data; family data; citizens’ biodata; civil registration data; passport size photo (3 x 4 cm) data, fingerprint data, and citizens’ signatures. This cooperation is valid for a period of 5 years (2013-2017) and may be extended upon the agreement of the parties.

Table 1. Cooperation between the Indonesian National Police’s Criminal Investigation Agency and Directorate General of Population and Civil Registration of the Ministry of Home Affairs of Indonesia in Sharing Data related to Utilization of Electronic Resident’s ID Card Data, NIK (National Identification Number) and Population Data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Indonesian National Police’s Criminal Investigation Agency</th>
<th>Directorate General of Population and Civil Registration of the Ministry of Home Affairs of Indonesia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Grants authorization to have the key to the Secure Access Module (SAM);</td>
<td>Provides a card reader and the key to SAM;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Authorized to access population data (with the authorization limited to an INP’s dedicated unit with respect to this matter) as needed;</td>
<td>Grants access to the data communication network only to the authorized INP unit;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Authorized to access fingerprint data as needed, without any time limitation for the purpose of investigation and community service;</td>
<td>Monitors the usage and utilization of data such as e-ID card data, National Identification Number and Population data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Authorization granted is limited to officers in charge of data management;</td>
<td>Monitors and grants approval upon a recommendation from INP of officers who are authorized to access data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Authorized to include National Identification Number (NIK) whose data integrity has been verified in every document issued by INP to citizens;</td>
<td>Provides technical guidance and assistance, as well as technical personnel to provide guidance and mentoring;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Authorized to utilize demographic data (including fingerprint data) to add to the fingerprint data that have been stored in the Centre of Automatic Fingerprint Identification System (Pusinafis) of the INP’s Criminal Investigation Agency;</td>
<td>Holds periodic coordination and evaluation meetings between the parties at least once a year;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Is required to keep the confidentiality, integrity and authenticity of the data accessed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The existence of the memorandum of understanding and the cooperation between the Indonesian National Police’s Criminal Investigation Agency and Directorate General of Population and Civil Registration of the Ministry of Home Affairs of Indonesia to be able to access the population database in accordance with the permission granted.

---

21 According to Government Regulation No. 37 of 2007 Article 1 (37) stating that an authorization to access data is granted by the Minister to officers in charge in the Operating and Implementing Agency.

22 Supra note 18.

23 Regulation of the Minister of Home Affairs of the Republic of Indonesia No.25 of 2007 Articles 4-10.
General of Population and Civil Registration of the Ministry of Home Affairs shows that there is a mechanism of information or data sharing and coordination between the institutions that have been formally regulated. With the formally set out agreement, the cooperation becomes non- incidental, and consequently it can better facilitate the coordination process since each party now has a clear written scope of their respective rights and responsibilities, and the agreement also provides a clear picture of what data to be shared and when such data should be shared.

In implementing the terrorism prevention function (the pre-crime aspect in counter-terrorism), coordination and sharing of information or data among law enforcement institutions and other related institutions, play a crucial role. Searching, collecting and obtaining sensitive and important data or information help law enforcement officers in carrying out their terrorism prevention function. The prevention function focuses on early detection, to the maximum extent possible to narrow the terrorists to execute their plans.

Sharing and Exchanging Biometric Data at the International Level

One of INTERPOL’s most important functions is to enable police to share crime-related information. The success of an investigation conducted by ICPO-INTERPOL relies on the availability of up-to-date global data. Therefore, INTERPOL has criminal databases and this allows INTERPOL’s member countries to be able to have an instant and direct access to a number of criminal databases. All of the databases, except IBIN (INTERPOL Ballistic Information Network), can be accessed in real-time through the I-24/7 network connecting databases from INTERPOL to National Central Bureaus (NCBs)25. The INTERPOL web server has been developed and improved so that in addition to being accessible to NCBs, it can also be accessed by front-line law enforcement officers, such as border guards, allowing them to search for databases of wanted persons, stolen and lost travel documents.26

In addition, INTERPOL also has an international notice system that is used to issue international notices for fugitives, suspected criminals, persons associated with or of interest in an ongoing criminal investigation, persons and entities subject to UN Security Council sanctions, potential threats, missing persons and unidentified bodies. Member countries’ National Central Bureaus (NCBs) may also use INTERPOL’s international notices system to alert law enforcers in other countries about potential threats of crime or to request assistance in dealing with a crime case. In addition, similar to international notices, there is also a diffusion circulated for the same purpose as a notice but it is circulated directly by member countries or international entities to the countries of their choice. Diffusions are also recorded in police databases. International notices and diffusions contain two main types of information: personal details (physical descriptions, photographs, fingerprints, identification number, etc.); and judicial information (indictments, arrest warrants or judgments and court decisions,

---

24 Interview with Nina Naramurti, International Communication Division of Indonesia’s Interpol NCB Secretariat, International Relations Division of Indonesia National Police, Jakarta, 15 August 2017; See also INTERPOL, ‘Forensics’

25 INTERPOL, ‘Data Exchange’

26 Ibid.
etc.). The Secretariat General will publish notices upon a request from member countries’ NCBs or authorized international entities. All notices are published on the INTERPOL’s website once the compliance checks have been completed. At the request of member countries or international entities, extracts of notices may also be published on INTERPOL’s website. The Secretariat General will only publish international notices and diffusions after the legal requirements are met, for example, a notice will not be published if it violates the INTERPOL’s constitution, which prohibits the organization from undertaking activities of a political, military and religious or racial character.

The INTERPOL forensic database system consists of fingerprints, DNA profiles and facial images. Authorized users in member countries may view, submit and cross-check fingerprint records in the fingerprint database via a user-friendly automatic fingerprint identification system (AFIS). This DNA profile database contains DNA profiles from crime offenders or suspects, crime scenes, missing persons and unidentified bodies. INTERPOL does not store any nominal data linking a DNA profile to any individual.

Facial Recognition System Database is a database providing a dedicated platform to store and cross-check images in order to identify fugitives, missing persons and persons of interest. In addition, INTERPOL also has Edison (Electronic Documentation and Information Systems on Investigation Networks) which provides examples of original travel documents to help identify fakes. Edison contains images, descriptions and security features of original travel and identity documents issued by countries and international organizations. The entire details of data containing personal data and criminal record history of a person are stored in a database known as the INTERPOL Criminal Information System. In this case each INTERPOL member country (NCBs) is authorized to be a user as well as an owner of INTERPOL criminal information system as well as INTERPOL forensic database system and is bound by INTERPOL rules. Being a user means that NCBs are authorized to have direct and instant access to INTERPOL’s database, while being an owner means that NCBs may upload criminal data and information onto INTERPOL’s criminal information database system and INTERPOL’s forensic database system.

**Personal Data Protection and Privacy Issue in Large Scale of Biometric System**

The rise of new technology creates massive data and recently called as big data. Big data sets from volume, variety, velocity, variability, and veracity. Thus, consists of complex and voluminous set of capturing data, processing system, analyzing, storing and updating information privacy. In the previous discussion, biometric data obtained from processed fingerprint scan, iris/retinal scan, digital signature, face/face shape

---

27 Ibid.
29 Ibid.
30 Interview with Nina Naramurti, International Communication Division of Indonesia’s Interpol NCB Secretariat, International Relations Division of Indonesia National Police, Jakarta, 15 August 2017.
31 Ibid.
recognition, dental shape, and voice recognition. Also it requires set of technique and technology to reveal certain information such as processing, analyzing and storing. Thus it can be drawn that biometric data meets the criteria of big data.

The debate around big data is that it presents various advantages also disadvantages. In terms of business sector, big data can be used to identify customer’s behaviour in the dimension of Internet of Thing (IOT). While in terms of preventing and combating crime as discussed previously, big data can be used to help preventing and combating crime especially pre-crime activity likewise in INP’s Sisinfo. While the disadvantages may vary because of the collection process may occurs constantly and unseen, the system creates new authority (artificial agent) and the result of processing data becomes unreliable since individual may change their physical appearance. As a result, it is a potential threat for personal information authenticity.

In terms of privacy, it defines as the control over personal information yet to decide or to disclose personal information in this matter includes any information that identifies a person such as (1) name, address, email address, phone number, (2) race, nationality, ethnicity, origin, color, religious or political beliefs or associations, (3) age, sex, sexual orientation, marital status, family status, (4) identifying number, code, symbol, (5) finger prints, blood type, inherited characteristics, (6) health care history including information on physical/mental disability, (7) educational, financial, criminal, employment history, (8) others’ opinion about the individual, and (9) personal views except those about other individuals. Furthermore, many legal scholars articulates privacy as the control and claim of individual to communicate their personal information with others. As a result, the legal perspective on privacy is determined by the control of individual to maintain his personal information from collecting, processing, sharing, retaining or even manipulating data.

As discussed previously, biometric data that obtained from processed fingerprint scan, iris/retinal scan, digital signature, face/face shape recognition, dental shape, and voice recognition has resulted in different perspective, challenging traditional value and some its significant contribution to the society’s need on safety and security. As a new technology, biometric data required of personal information that processed in certain way. The process is undeniably collides with individual rights since it is reduce certain rights and freedom of individual. For example, iris scanners that considered as the most reliable biometric yet expensive. It is painless and can be carried out without the subject even noticing. Thus, this circumstance explains the system and technology challenge toward citizen’s privacy.

The use of biometric data entails discussion concerning personal integrity, autonomy and identity. Regarding to the complexity activity on sharing and exchanging biometric data, the foremost impacted aspect is individual as the subject data itself. Thus, individual as the main

---

36 note 34, 241
38 Ibid.
39 Nancy Yue Liu, Bio-Privacy: Privacy Regulations and the Challenge of Biometric (Routledge, 2013)
object of sharing and exchanging activity is facing privacy issue, and post 9/11 makes it more debatable since privacy has been considered as obstacle to security. At least there are three main challenges to privacy on sharing and exchanging biometric data. First, the needs to provide security against FTF without infringing citizen’s privacy and its relation to the absence of individual consent; second is a new generation of collective rights as a result of big data and technological change; third, the emergence of artificial agent as a result of the surveillance system.

The need to provide security against FTF without infringing citizen’s privacy is closely related to individual consent. The collection of personal information must be done fairly, legally and under the knowledge of subject of data or individuals concerned. It is found that the authority has not fully implemented this principle. As previously discussed, the collection process through three different authority in different sectors may have different treatment. Those respect authorities, however, have different standard in processing data due to their resources and internal regulation. Although processed in three different authorities, there should be one common issue in giving prior information and notification to the data subject. In this case, it may be conducted by providing short information on the register form. Thus, the information at least contains the subject data’s content during eight phases, collecting, processing and analyzing, retaining and storing, accessing, disclosure phase and destruction.

Biometric data ownership is merely related to the ethical concerns. For this reason, biometric data ownership should be understood as subject data’s authority to control or in this case to authentify their biometric data. Hence, the process of collecting, analyzing, storing and retaining that involves data controllers should remain limited. However, technology makes it impossible since the system has its own way to process biometric data and it does not under possession of biometric data owner. Further, the debate remains on how biometric data owner should able to control their personal information, and how far the authorities remain to limit their control over biometric data owner. Therefore without clear legal provision, there will be no sufficient legal arguments for subject data to claim in such ownership rights. While in the issue of technology development, the subject data may be granted by more control over their data due to its complexity process. Yet, in this case, the INTERPOL National Central Bureau (NCB) for Indonesia does not have its own database system, but has a resource sharing pattern with INP’s PUSINAFIS. There is should be clear information given to biometric data ownership over the existence of the database as well.

Big data allows government to improve public sector administration and assists global organization in analyzing information to develop strategic planning. Biometric data as the result of applied technology on biometric process has consequence in the emergence of the artificial agents. Artificial

---
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agents in this case is the end user of the system and liable for any illicit treatment of personal. Thus, it is needed certain standart in order to distinguish such liability in the biometric data processing since the presence of artificial agents may harm privacy in three ways: over and inaccurate personalization, violation due to process and discrimination. Over and inaccurate personalization may caused by the system that allowed to display images to identify fugitives, missing persons and persons of interest. Yet, there’s always changing on physical appereance of individual. Violation occurs when there is an absence of data protection principles for acquisitioning such data.

Thus, the legal mechanism to ensure privacy is a set of regulation on data protection. As a fundamental right, the right to privacy has been recognized in international and regional human rights conventions among others the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and European Commission on Human Rights (ECHR). Other than that, one of the main international instruments on privacy and data protection is the CoE Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data 1981. Though this convention only adopted by European countries, non-European countries is allowed to take accession process. Moreover, Directive 45/46/EC also known as the EU Data Protection Directive also ensures effective privacy protection in order to cope with new development on technology. This also strengthened by the implementation on the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) by May 25, 2018. The GDPR will introduce a new concept on accountability that requires data controller to be more responsible and able to demonstrate compliance based on data protection principles. Beside that, there are also strengthening over data subject rights including right to access, breach notification, right to be forgotten, introducing data portability and privacy by design.

Indeed privacy as a fundamental right should be protected; however the way of life influences the practice of the privacy itself. Though in western countries privacy may entitled as important issue, it may have lesser importance in other area or culture. As a result, there are some obstacles both in national and international level.

In international level there is different implementation on data protection among INTERPOL member countries. The implementation depends on government approach to govern such issue. In cyber-libertarian perspective, the approach is considered as self-regulation approach or in the other words is negating government existance, but in its development, this approach is questionable because the presence of the government will influence the decision making and on the technical provision of physical infrastructure of the data protection. Meanwhile in the perspective of cyber-paternalism, the government is the single actor (state-centris) in regulating and managing technical provision of physical infrastructure of data protection. Thus it caused imbalance power
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between citizen and government, also creates polarization of western and eastern countries influences.\textsuperscript{49} This debate requires maturity of governance since implementation and enforcement between and amongst INTERPOL member states is facing different cultural demography, historical legal system, legislative influences, and political enthusiasm.

In national level, regulations relating to data protection are scattered in some areas such as immigration, banking and finance, population and administration, information and electronic transaction that ruled based on sectoral problems. The existing legal framework concerning data protection refers mainly to the ministerial level instrument enacted by the Ministry of Communication and Information Number 20 Year 2016. Departmental regulation is basically a delegated or secondary legislation which get its validity from two situations; \textit{firstly}, it is delegated clearly by the primary legislation to rule further procedural detail or \textit{secondly}, it is to accommodate discretion in response to public service in the context of conducting administrative power.\textsuperscript{50} Secondary legislation is used to take the aim of primary legislation further. It is mainly aiming to introduce technical or detailed provisions necessary for the implementation of primary legislation or to introduce administrative arrangements necessary for primary legislation. Moreover, secondary legislation or administrative rules is not to introduce new law. Therefore, these instruments are undeniably inevitable to set up a strong national legal policy regarding data protection. The advantage of this administrative instrument is temporary. It may somehow fill the need to a more responsive rule to address sectoral problems as secondary legislation does not require to pass parliament deliberative. Thus, legislations even though provide maximum protection it necessarily agreed by legislators make it slower to take effect.

The idea to tie up data protection principles in a draft bill has been passed through the legislative process since 2016. The draft bill accommodated four purposes; to protect and to fulfil citizens’ rights on data privacy; to ensure government, business and community organization provide good service for the public; to support the development of industries, technology, information and communication; also, to promote domestic industries competitiveness.\textsuperscript{51} However, it has not yet take the law-maker attention to even list the bill on the national legislative priority program.

The legislative challenge regarding data protection in Indonesia is seemingly go to different directions. Euphoria of digitalized era does not emerge the need to protect private data but to bring out details publicly. Culturally, many people still communicate through digitalized media as honest as they do in actual relations, so they tend to open their private information through this communication without cautions. These groups of people put trust to the information provided by the media more than before which make them easily affected by hoaxes. In many cases there are attempts
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to use ambiguous tread as political commodities that benefits some groups.\textsuperscript{52} Information technology experts have also underlined the danger of the massive dispersion of racial hoaxes to create chaos and horizontal conflict that apparently escalating public distrust to the government. This tension draw legislator attention to muffle the flame rather than to finish the task to legislate on the theme that emerge rights to privacy and the protection on the use of private data. This fact in turn influences the progress of the initiation of further legal framework for data protection in Indonesia.

Implementation of ‘Bali Resolution’ as well as Challenges and Obstacles in Biometric Data Collection, Storage and Sharing with Respect to Personal Data Protection

With respect to ‘Bali Resolution’ 2016, this study found that Bali Resolution 2016 has not been fully implemented to date. INTERPOL NCB for Indonesia is currently developing a system for sharing biometric data, and coordinating with government agencies, especially Immigration Agency and the relevant unit in Indonesia National Police, namely the Centre of Automatic Fingerprint Identification System (known as Pusinafis). To date, INTERPOL NCB for Indonesia has not had its own dedicated database system because the currently available system is only the biometric database system in the INP’s Centre of Automatic Fingerprint Identification System (Pusinafis). Therefore, in relation to FTFs prevention and biometric data sharing, the current practice is that whenever there is a request from INTERPOL for data or information on terrorists involving Indonesian citizens, NCB Indonesia will coordinate with INP’s Pusinafis, Densus 88 (Indonesian Special Forces Counter-Terrorism Squad), Directorate General of Immigration and the Ministry of Home Affairs to obtain biometric data (with the data shared being limited to names, photos and fingerprints) as comparative data.\textsuperscript{53}

Each member country may have a biometric system with various purposes such as to reduce the cost of immigration services, reduce cases of identity fraud, prevent illegal immigrants and help counter terrorism. Generally, countries participating in ‘Bali Resolution’ have used (proposed to use) biometric recognition systems for various purposes, among others, travel-related purposes, immigration, citizen ID cards or national identification documents (passports, national identity cards, or both), criminal investigations, social security identification and disaster relief systems.

In the collection and storing processes which are then followed by the establishment of biometric databases, there are challenges frequently encountered in the efforts to protect the confidentiality of personal data\textsuperscript{54} and there is an ethical aspect mainly related to some matters, such as who are authorized to access the data, the integrity of data contained in the central database system, data protection for third parties, discrimination issues, data storage restrictions and use of
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data for crime prevention as well as its impact on privacy. At the international level, there are more significant challenges with respect to legal and privacy issues considering the fact that the impact on data protection and privacy can affect a far greater number of individuals compared to the number of individuals listed in the national database. In addition, not all countries are fully committed to privacy right protection as contained in a number of different treaties and agreements.

In this research, it was found that with respect to the use of biometrics to support the law enforcement process, and the efforts to fight against crimes and terrorism, the INP’s Centre of Automatic Fingerprint Identification System (Pusinafis) plays a central role. Besides having its own biometric database, Pusinafis is also authorized to access data in the database center of Directorate General of Population and Civil Registration of the Ministry of Home Affairs. Demographic data that have been accessed from the data center of the Ministry of Home Affairs can be used to develop and can be added to the fingerprint database stored in the Pusinafis of INP’s Criminal Investigation Agency.

Based on the Regulation of the Minister of Home Affairs No. 25 of 2011, access is only granted to data managers/operators who meet certain criteria, and the access is granted upon approval from the Minister/Governor/Regent/ Mayor only. The data operators, managers and administrator are bound by the laws and professional codes of ethics. Therefore, each officer is required to act professionally when performing their duties and uphold the oath of office. In respect of the data storage, biometric data that have been collected and stored in the database system of Pusinafis will be stored permanently or in other words there is no specific time frame or expiration period for the biometric data stored and there are no methods or rules for the deletion or change of data.

When biometric data are collected (for example in the process of fingerprint recording), there are generally no mechanism or procedures or notification served to the bearers with respect to the use of their biometric data, as well as their rights and obligations over their recorded biometric data. Generally, what these bearers know is that their biometric data collected in the process of making electronic Resident’s ID Cards, e-Passports and Certificates of Police Record will be used only for administrative purposes. So far, the biometric data stored in the database of Pusinafis by the law enforcement officers are only used as comparative data. There has not been any follow-up in the form data processing, for example big data processing for crime prediction or other types of data processing. The data sharing agreement between the Directorate General of Population and Civil Registration of the Ministry of Home Affairs and the INP’s Criminal Investigation Agency, has provided a clear framework with respect to the type of data to be shared and when the data sharing will be done.
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However, there has not been any mechanism on data retention.  

The above discussion shows that in the collection, recording and storage of biometric data there are still a number of issues that indicate weaknesses in the protection of personal data, and there are indications of violations. This is mainly due to the fact that personal data protection is not clearly regulated or has not been formally regulated.

In general, there are at least a number of challenges in biometric data or information sharing, which among others include different regulations in each member country of ICPO-INTERPOL, ethical issues and unintegrated systems. In addition, a number of factors such as differences in standards, technical equipment, biometric technology capabilities possessed by each member country, as well as differences in policies and regulations in each member country primarily with respect to data protection and privacy, have become a particular challenge in the implementation of Bali Resolution. In the efforts to identify, gather, store and share biometric information, there are certainly gaps from both in the technical and legal aspects.

Different regulations applied by each ICPO-INTERPOL member country, for example, privacy protection systems of member country data, including methods of access and correction to personal information held by government agencies seem to vary greatly. This data privacy protection system may also be operated within the framework of different regional and international privacy principles such as the United Nations Guidelines for the Regulation of Computerized Personal Data Files, EU General Data Protection Regulation, OECD Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborders Flows of Personal Data. In addition, ICPO-INTERPOL member countries may also have international obligations including non-refoulment obligations under the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and where applicable, the Refugee Conventions, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Convention against Torture, and the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime.
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In addition to legal variables that may vary among member countries, there may also be an overlap among the multilateral mechanisms that have existed before the adoption of Bali Resolution, for example Eurodac (the EU’s multinational biometric data sharing mechanism), Five Country Conference (FCC), INTERPOL I-24/7 communication system and Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS), Agreement on Information Exchange and Establishment of Communication among some ASEAN countries, UNODC Voluntary Reporting System on Migrant Smuggling and Related Conduct (VRS-MSRC) as well as informal and ad-hoc arrangements among countries.

Biometric data sharing agreements have been established through, among others, Five Countries Conference (FCC), which involved the United Kingdom, the United States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand. These countries have agreed to share biometric data collected from visa applications, and other immigration-related data collected from prospective immigrants to be used to jointly combat illegal immigration under High Value Data Sharing (HVDS) Protocol.

This data sharing primarily aims to enhance security and monitor criminal activities in FCC countries and to track suspected terrorists and criminals who are fleeing or intend to avoid legal action. However, the request to share such biometric data must first meet certain requirements such as being able to provide evidence that the individual has traveled from an FCC country or has previously been arrested in one of the FCC countries before such can be submitted to another member country.

Furthermore, it is important to note that no information is shared about the individual concerned unless there is a match of information in terms of the individual’s fingerprint. HVDS has also explained the important procedures each country should follow to ensure a safe information sharing process. One of these guidelines instructs the FCC countries to safely delete the data that they have obtained within a certain period of time. Furthermore, an example of biometric data sharing that has been conducted bilaterally is between the United Kingdom and Ireland through a Memorandum of Understanding to enhance their ability to detect illegal immigrants in common travel area within the jurisdiction of VRS-MSRC launched in 2013, UNODC (online).
both countries and also the Isle of Man and the Channel Islands.\textsuperscript{84} The MOU allows the UK and Ireland to share and exchange biometric data and information, which will be used to make immigration-related decisions.\textsuperscript{85}

Particularly in the context of Indonesia, the most obvious obstacles and challenges are the lack of regulations on personal data protection, and the fact that the biometric data system is relatively new and the databases have not been fully developed, which may lead to possibilities of violations against personal data protection when Indonesia attempts to fulfill its obligations as a member country of ICPO-INTERPOL to share existing biometric data.

Technically speaking, the obstacles and challenges can be seen from the fact that the automatic fingerprint identification system is still centered in the INP’s headquarters as the holder and manager of biometric databases to support the law enforcement throughout Indonesia. The Indonesia National Police’s Centre of Automatic Fingerprint Identification System (Pusinafis) still has structural barriers in its organization (INP’s internal bureaucracy). The structural barriers of this organization seemed to have weakened Pusinafis-related communications between INP’s headquarters and police offices at the local level (Sectoral Police, Municipal/Regency Police, Provincial Police). For example, during the process of fingerprint recording through the process of producing Certificates of Police Record at the local police office (Sectoral Police, Municipal/Regency Police, Provincial Police), Pusinafis has no authority to directly direct or instruct local officers to promptly report or upload the recorded data to the central database of Pusinafis. As an illustration, if in a day there are 100 Certificates of Police Record applicants whose fingerprints are recorded at a Municipal/Regency Police, Pusinafis cannot control or ensure that all of the biometric data recorded on the same day are entirely reported or uploaded to the central database system (Pusinafis) by the officers who recorded the said fingerprints at the Municipal/Regency Police. In addition, the telecommunication network is still inadequate, especially in the Sectoral Police and Municipal/Regency Police levels. This is one of the barriers in the collection, recording, storage and sharing of biometric data.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

Bali Resolution encourages each member country of ICPO-INTERPOL to systematically collect and store biometric information that is an integral part of the effort to share terrorist profile data that has been done through the ICPO-INTERPOL’s channel. The focus of systematic collection and storage of biometric information is the unique identifiable attributes, which include fingerprints and DNA profiles.

In Indonesia, the collecting, recording and storing biometric data are through three doors or processes, i.e.: 1) the process of making electronic Resident’s ID Cards under the coordination and supervision of the Ministry of Home Affairs (Directorate General of Population and Civil Registration); 2) the process of making e-Passports under the coordination and supervision of the Ministry of Law and
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Human Rights (Directorate General of Immigration); 3) the process of making Certificates of Police Records under the coordination and supervision of INP (Centre of Automatic Fingerprint Identification System of INP’s Criminal Investigation Agency). Of the three doors, the largest amount of biometric data is collected through the making of Resident’s ID Cards.

One of the functions of biometric data is to support law enforcement and crime prevention processes, as set forth in Article 58 paragraph 4 of Law No. 24 of 2013 on Amendment to Law Number 23 of 2006 on Population Administration, which regulates the utilization of the population data collected from electronic Resident’s ID Cards. Thus, in accordance with the mandate of Law, the Ministry of Home Affairs and INP have signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) on the utilization of electronic Resident’s ID Card data. This agreement has provided a framework and guidelines for instituting biometric data sharing mechanisms between the two institutions to improve the effectiveness of law enforcement and crime prevention functions.

The scope of this cooperation covers the utilization of electronic Resident’s ID Card data, National Identification Number (NIK) and Population Data. Through this cooperation, the Ministry of Home Affairs as the owner of the database basically grants authorization to INP to access the population data including fingerprint data, but this right to access is only granted to officers in charge as data managers in INP (in this case Pusinafis or INP’s Centre of Automatic Fingerprint Identification System). Meanwhile, the passport biometric database system has not been fully developed, and thus, it has not been able to provide an optimum support in law enforcement and crime prevention processes since the old users’ data have not been included in the biometric database.

With respect to the 2016 Bali Resolution, this study found that the 2016 Bali Resolution has not been fully implemented. NCB Indonesia is currently building a system related to biometric data sharing and coordinating with government agencies, especially Immigration Agency and the relevant unit in INP namely the Centre of Automatic Fingerprint Identification System (Pusinafis). To date, INTERPOL NCB for Indonesia has not had its own dedicated database system because the currently available system is only the biometric database system in the INP’s Pusinafis. Therefore, in relation to a defense against FTFs and biometric data sharing, the current practice is that whenever there is a request from INTERPOL for data or information on terrorists involving Indonesian citizens, NCB Indonesia will coordinate with INP’s Pusinafis, Densus 88 (Indonesian Special Forces Counter-Terrorism Squad), Directorate General of Immigration and the Ministry of Home Affairs to obtain biometric data (with the data shared being limited to names, photos and fingerprints) as comparative data.

In general, there are a number of challenges in biometric data or information sharing, which cover, among others a variety of regulations binding each member country of ICPO-INTERPOL, ethical issues and unintegrated systems. In addition, there are also other challenges such as differences in standards, technical equipment, biometric technology skills possessed by each member country, as well as differences in policies and regulations in each member country.
primarily with respect to data protection and privacy. In the biometric data collection, recording and exchange or sharing, there are indications of violations of personal data protection and privacy, owing to, among others lack of regulations on data retention, consent, processing, notification and disclosure mechanism. Meanwhile, the most obvious obstacles and challenges are the absence of regulations on personal data protection and privacy, in addition to the fact that the biometric data system is still relatively new and the database has not been fully developed. While discrimination is occurring when there is inaccurate personalization that cause different treatment over biometric data owner, the result of this study found that the system has been not fully implemented, the potential threat over artificial agents should be noticed more by the authority to be diminished in the future in analysing and developing strategic plan against FTF.

This seems to have led to cases of violations when Indonesia attempts to fulfill its obligations as a member country of ICPO-INTERPOL to share existing biometric data. Therefore, laws and regulations related to the personal data protection becomes an urgent need to be addressed immediately.

The INP’s Centre of Automatic Fingerprint Identification System (Pusinafis) has a central role as a holder and manager of biometric databases to support law enforcement throughout Indonesia. Thus, INP needs to improve the efficiency of its internal bureaucracy efficiency to facilitate the work of Pusinafis in the process of recording, storing and utilizing biometric data.

The biometric data recorded, collected and stored are big data, but to date, in the law enforcement and crime prevention processes, these big data are only used as comparative data. In fact, the big data have a great potential to be processed and analyzed, such as to support crime prediction analysis. However, the innovation ethics, in this case the protection of citizens’ personal data remains of paramount importance and must be guaranteed by laws.
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